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Use market-based strategies to grow
the Pacific Northwest’s regional food economy.



What	differentiated	mid-scale	products	grow	
well	here?

What	are	the	supply	drivers?

Demand	drivers?

Opportunities	for	investment?

Is	there	a	need	for	a	dedicated	fund?

If our shared goal is 

to catalyze a 

thriving regional 

food economy in the 

Pacific Northwest, 

in what should 

we invest?





Category Differentiated	Production

wheat & small grains no-till + rotational cropping

beef grass-finished

poultry pastured

pork hoop-house

leafy greens certified organic

storage crops certified organic

Market Research



Comparison	of	Returns

Conventional/Commodity	 Pricing			vs.			No-Till/Cost-Plus



Sensitivity
Analysis
Chicken	feeds	costs,
Per	short	ton



Supply Drivers
Production costs: no-till can be cost-competitive for wheat and most rotation 

crops, depending on the geographic production zone.

Markets for rotation crops: all are at different stages of development; most are growing. 

Pricing systems: cost-plus pricing by farmer-owned companies offers greater 
economic stability than commodity markets. 

Scale and machinery: expensive machinery has led to rising land rents and 
increasing farm size. 

Processing infrastructure: for crops other than wheat, regional processing infrastructure 
has been scarce. 

Demand Drivers
Transparency: large buyers and consumers are seeking transparent supply 

chains. 

Crop Diversity: demand for grain, oilseed and legume crops is diversifying. 

Nutrition: consumers are seeking crops with high nutritional content. 

Environmental Values: consumers may be willing to pay a premium for an 
environmental attribute such as no-till or organic. 



Investment Opportunities

Value Chain Strategies
that support producer, processor, product manufacturer, and final sale. 

Marketing and communications
around the benefits for ecology, economics, and nutrition. 

Commercialization of rotational crops
Chickpeas, Canola, Barley, Oats, Sunflower. 

Processing infrastructure 
for diverse grain, oilseed, and legume crops. 

Working capital 
for product development, equipment financing, coops.

Transition financing 
for conversion to no-till agriculture and organics. 



Thank you.
Tim Crosby   |   tim@cascadiafoodshed.org |  www.cascadiafoodshed.org



Same	Research	+	Different	Goals	=	Different	Recommendations

High	opportunity
Wheat	&	Small	grains
Storage	crops
Organic	indoor	greens

Moderate	opportunity
Pastured	poultry	

Low	opportunity
Hoop	house	pork
Grass	fed	beef

High	opportunity
Integrated		

Wheat	&	Small	grains	

Moderate	opportunity
Pastured	poultry	
Grass	fed	beef

Hoop	house	pork	

Minimal	opportunity
Organic	storage	crops	
Organic	field	greens		

For-Profit Analysis Non-Profit Analysis



For-Profit 

Enterprise Success

Capital Preservation

Reduce/Control Risk

Non-Profit

System Change

Philanthropy

Engage Risk

Logic	Model	

&

Finance

Gaps

Same	Research	+	Different	Goals	=	Different	Recommendations



Source:	Venture	Philanthropist	 &	Impact	Investors,	Toniic Institute,	June	2016
http://www.toniic.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/Venture-Philanthropists-and-Impact-Investors_June-2016.pdf



Roles	of	Capital

“																																							“




